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Abstract

Despite increasing awareness of Alexa’s potential as an educational tool, there remains a limited scope for Alexa skills to accommodate the features required for effective language learning. This paper describes an investigation into implementing ‘spaced-repetition’, a non-trivial feature of flashcard-based learning, through the development of an Alexa skill called ‘Japanese Flashcards’. Here we show that existing Alexa development features such as skill persistence allow for the effective implementation of spaced-repetition and suggest a heuristic adaptation of the spaced-repetition model that is appropriate for use with voice assistants (VAs). We also highlight areas of the Alexa development process that limit the facilitation of language learning, namely the lack of multilingual speech recognition, and offer solutions to these current limitations. Overall, the investigation shows that Alexa can successfully facilitate simple L2-L1 flashcard-based language learning and highlights the potential for Alexa to be used as a sophisticated and effective language learning tool.
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1. Introduction

The variety of uses for VAs such as Amazon Alexa continue to grow rapidly along with the number of people adopting this technology [1]. As the field continues to expand, one area of interest that has recently emerged is the use of VAs for educational purposes. [2, 3].

One educational application of Alexa that is proving to be popular is flashcard-based learning: the conversational framework of Alexa is well-suited to the short exchanges required for flashcard-based learning, and it is already possible for developers to create flashcard skills using Alexa Skill Blueprints.1

Flashcard-based learning is a well-studied and popular method for L2 vocabulary memorisation [4]. Using Alexa for language learning in this way could offer learners endless opportunities for practice, enabling them to develop listening and speaking skills that are otherwise supplementary in other modes of flashcard-based learning but nonetheless deemed important by learners [5]. However, as it stands, it is currently not possible to integrate multilingual functionality into Alexa’s Skill Blueprint for flashcards and so the problem of creating a flashcard skill for language learning remains non-trivial.

With this in mind, this paper describes the development process for creating a flashcard-based language learning skill. It answers the three following research questions:

1. What features of Alexa can be used to facilitate a flashcard-based language learning skill?

2. What adaptations to traditional flashcard-based models are required for VAs?

3. What additional features could be introduced to Alexa to better facilitate flashcard-based language learning?

This paper first introduces flashcard-based learning and how it is used in language learning applications. This is followed by an overview of the design and implementation processes for creating a language learning flashcard skill for Alexa. Next, a discussion of the developmental advantages and disadvantages of Alexa provides answers to the research questions outlined above. Based on the answers to these questions, limitations of the study are noted alongside suggestions for future research. To conclude, this investigation is considered in the wider context of computer-assisted language learning (CALL).

2. Flashcard-based Learning

2.1. What is flashcard-based learning?

In a language-learning context, flashcards are commonly used to study L2 vocabulary in what is known as a ‘paired-associate’ format [6]. One common example of a learning pair would be an L2 word and its associated meaning in the learner’s native language (L1), e.g. the Japanese word いち and its English meaning one. Traditionally, these pairs are written on either side of a paper flashcard. A learner is presented with one side of the flashcard and tries to recall what is on the other side – this is known as ‘cued-recall learning’ [7].

More recently, digitised flashcards have become a popular mode of learning and can be found in well-known language learning applications such as Duolingo [8]. Studies have shown that digitised flashcards outperform traditional paper-based flashcards in some cases thanks to computer-assisted enhancements such as immediate feedback and personalisation [9, 10]. Other research has shown that learners often prefer digitised flashcards due to their portability and accessibility [11, 12]. Thanks to the integration of Alexa into devices such as mobile phones and car dashboards [1], it is logical to assume that using flashcard-based Alexa skills would have similar positive effects on learners.

2.2. Leitner System for flashcard-based learning

The Leitner System [13] is a common approach to implementing flashcard-based learning in applications [7, 8]. Flashcards are introduced using ‘spaced repetition’, a learning method that came from Ebbinghaus’ research findings that reviewing material at exponentially spaced intervals aids memorisation [14].

The Leitner System is represented as N piles of flashcards. Words enter into the system at deck 1. During a flashcard session, learners start with the flashcard at the top of the current deck i that they are studying. As Figure 1 depicts, if the learner gets the answer on the back of the flashcard correct, that card is promoted to the bottom of the subsequent deck (deck i+1), or removed from the system altogether if deck i = deck N. If the learner is incorrect, the flashcard is demoted to the bottom

1https://blueprints.amazon.co.uk
of the previous deck (deck \(i - 1\)), or to the bottom of the same deck if deck \(i = \text{deck 1}\). Words that have been removed from the system are deemed to be ‘mastered’.

The frequency of practice for each deck is set at predetermined, exponentially spaced intervals. For example, the learner may look at flashcards in deck one every day, flashcards in deck two every other day, flashcards in deck three every four days, and so on. This allows words that the learner finds easy to be seen less often as they progress further up the decks and difficult words to be repeated more frequently as they remain in the lower decks. This dynamic adaption of flashcard practice order depends on learner performance, which means no two learners’ Letiner decks will be the same. This creates a personalised learning experience.

3. Design

The skill designed for this investigation is called ‘Japanese Flashcards’ and is available to use on all Alexa-enabled devices.

3.1. Japanese Vocabulary

Japanese Flashcards has 100 available Japanese words for the learner. This vocabulary was taken from a freely available resource provided by Tofugu\(^3\), a Japanese educational resource platform, which outlines 100 of the most useful phrases for a beginner learner of Japanese. There are ten topics covered including greetings, basic verbs and numbers.

3.2. Adapting the Leitner System for Alexa

As outlined in Section 2.2, the Leitner System facilitates long-term retention of vocabulary through repeated testing of words over time. This mode of learning is essential for memorisation, but it is also in contradiction to the way that consumers tend to use VAs: short actions completed within seconds such as asking a question or checking the weather. Flashcard-based learning has also been shown to be an effective but ‘boring’ task for students [15]. One way to mitigate these problems is to design ‘microlearning’ activities which reflect the way that users adopt these kinds of technologies [7]. With this in mind, it is important to ensure that voice applications designed for language learning can facilitate both long-term retention of vocabulary as well as a satisfying short-term experience for the learner. Therefore, based on the presumption that users will likely interact with Japanese Flashcards sporadically for short periods of time, a heuristic approach to the traditional Leitner System model was applied in order to facilitate both short-term ‘microlearning’ and long-term memorisation. This approach provides a baseline for implementing spaced repetition in an Alexa skill and further testing on how learners use the skill over time will be necessary for optimisation of the system.

In order to satisfy the requirement for short-term experience, the Leitner System model was adapted to be used in one microlearning session rather than over a number of days. In order to achieve this, the Leitner System model for Japanese Flashcards contains four decks and each deck is seen at exponentially decreasing intervals per session. In one session, flashcards in deck 1 are tested eight times, flashcards in deck 2 are tested four times, flashcards in deck 3, twice, and flashcards in deck 4, once. Each session introduces five new Japanese words to the learner. This allows for the users to be introduced to the vocabulary at a steady but satisfying pace.

In order to facilitate long-term retention, the Leitner System model is also applied across sessions as well as within sessions. At the end of each session, any flashcards that have completed the Leitner decks (i.e. deemed as mastered) are recorded in the user’s database and re-introduced in subsequent sessions at exponential intervals. For example, words that were deemed as mastered in a user’s session one are reintroduced in session two, session four, session eight and so on.

3.3. Skill architecture

A skill’s functionality is separated into two parts: ‘intents’, which represent user utterances and ‘intent handlers’, which contain the rules for how the skill will respond to these utterances. Intents are defined in what is known as an interaction model: “the voice interface through which users interact with the skill.”\(^2\) Intent handlers are written by the developer as functions in code.

3.3.1. Interaction model

Table 1 summarises the interaction model design for Japanese Flashcards. The ‘Intent’ column represents the name of the intent that the user’s utterance is mapped to, and ‘sample utterances’ are a set of phrases that the user might use to invoke the intent. The variety of sample utterances coded as answerIntents is a good example of the flexibility of production allowed in Alexa skills; developers are able to account for ‘ums and ahs’ that are likely to occur as a learner tries to recall the meaning of a word, avoiding the potential frustration of a user giving a correct answer but having the VA interpret it as incorrect. The term [answerSlot] acts as a placeholder for all possible answers in the vocabulary list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intent</th>
<th>Sample Utterances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>launchIntent</td>
<td>‘Alexa, open Japanese Flashcards’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Alexa, launch Japanese Flashcards’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practiceIntent</td>
<td>‘Let’s go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answerIntent</td>
<td>[answerSlot]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘erm [answerSlot]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘is it [answerSlot]’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\)https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/create-the-interaction-model-for-your-skill.html

\(^3\)https://www.tofugu.com

\(\text{Figure 1: Diagram of the Leitner System}\)
In addition to the skill specific intents and utterances, the interaction model also includes pre-built intents: AMAZON.CancelIntent, AMAZON.StopIntent and AMAZON.HelpIntent. These account for general functionality required in all Alexa skills.

3.3.2. UML activity diagram for Japanese Flashcards

Figure 2 outlines the functional interaction between the user, the Alexa-enabled device and the skill’s code when engaging in a Japanese Flashcards session. When the user says “Alexa, open Japanese Vocabulary”, a launchIntent is sent to the Lambda function and Alexa responds with a welcome message, dependent on the user’s saved attributes from previous sessions. Alexa then invites the user to start their flashcard practice by prompting the utterance “Let’s go”. This practiceIntent invokes the PracticeIntentHandler, which calls the createLeitner function, generating the Leitner decks for the session based on the user’s session history. Next, the practiceVocab function is called. The function iterates through the flashcards in the user’s Leitner decks. Alexa provides the appropriate word in Japanese, to which the user replies in English. Upon hearing the user’s response, received as an answerIntent, the user’s utterance is compared to the correct answer, stored in a dictionary. If the user’s answer matches the correct answer, a correct chime is played and the flashcard is moved up the user’s Leitner deck. If the user’s answer is incorrect, an incorrect chime is played and the card is moved down the Leitner decks, as described in Section 3.2. This process continues until the user reaches the end of the allotted session practice, or says “Exit” - whichever comes first. When the exitIntent is called, the user’s data is saved as persistent attributes for subsequent sessions.

4. Implementation

4.1. Development environment

Japanese Flashcards was developed as an ‘Alexa-hosted skill’, using the Alexa Developer Console (ADC). Launched in January 2019, Alexa-hosted skills (Beta) have automatic access to an AWS Lambda endpoint, Amazon S3 bucket and an Amazon S3-backed key-value table. The automatic management of these AWS cloud services allows developers to publish skills efficiently without leaving the ADC. For Japanese Flashcards, the Amazon S3-backed key-value table was used to implement persistence, allowing data from users’ sessions to be stored and accessed in subsequent sessions. This is of particular interest for L2 learning applications as it creates the opportunity for personalisation, a feature which has been shown to be desired by language learners [16]. At the end of each session, the user’s personal Leitner deck, along with the words deemed as ‘mastered’ during the session are saved as ‘attributes’ in an Amazon S3-backed key-value table. The next time that the user launches Japanese Flashcards, these attributes are retrieved and used to create the Leitner deck for the session.

The ADC allows for the development of both the interaction model and intent handlers required for a skill. Firstly, the interaction model was generated using the ADC’s ‘Skill Builder’, which enables developers to build an interaction model using an intuitive GUI, and subsequently generates a JSON representation to be deployed along with the skill’s intent handlers. The code for the intent handlers was written using the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) Software Development Kit (SDK) for Node.js and can be found on GitHub.

4.2. Alexa Skills Kit Sound Library

Sound effects were used from the ASK Sound Library, a set of freely available sounds created by Amazon for developers to use in skills. Correct and incorrect chimes were taken from the Game Show Sounds within the Sound Library to indicate whether or not the user responded correctly.

4.3. Japanese TTS with Amazon Polly

The Japanese vocabulary used in the skill was generated using AWS Amazon Polly, Amazon’s text to speech (TTS) service. In order to switch from Alexa to Amazon Polly’s Japanese voice ‘Mizuki’, a switchLang function was written. As shown in Figure 3, this function takes the speech text as an argument and returns the text wrapped in speech synthesis markup language (SSML) tags. The tags required to generate Japanese speech are ‘voice name’ (Mizuki) and ‘language’ (Japanese). In addition, as volumes across Amazon Polly languages are not normalised, the ‘prosody’ (x-loud) tag was used to boost the volume of the Japanese speech. Further information on SSML tags can be found in the Amazon Polly Developer Guide.

Figure 3: switchLang function

```
var switchLang = function(text) {
    if (text)
        return "<prosody volume='x-loud'>" +
            "<voice name='Mizuki'>" +
            "<lang xml:lang='ja-JP'>" +
            text +
            "</lang></voice></prosody>"
}
```
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5. Discussion

5.1. Research question one

The areas where development of Japanese Flashcards was successful answer this investigation’s first research question: What features of Alexa can be used to facilitate a flashcard-based language learning skill?

Namely, skill persistence proved to be an invaluable feature for implementing flashcard-based learning with Alexa, allowing for enhancements such as personalisation, progress tracking and user-adaptation [17]. There are other ways not explored in this investigation for persistence to be effectively used in language learning skills. For example, users’ persistence data could be analysed to highlight words that they are frequently getting wrong or could extend to more sophisticated analysis such as modelling their memory and subsequently predicting likely forgotten words [8], or optimising the order of word practice [18].

Integration of Amazon Polly voices with Alexa was essential for the successful development of Japanese Flashcards. Using TTS processed directly in the cloud in this way instead of using pre-recorded Japanese utterances saves both time and space, both of which are essential if this model were to be applied at scale. However, there is still some room for improvement. We suggest that built in functions for switching languages are created in the ASK SDK allowing for automatic normalisation of volume and ease of implementation. It is also worth noting that it is not clear whether using TTS technology in a language learning context is effective, and this warrants further investigation.

Finally, the flexibility of responses allowed from users thanks to input variation in the interaction model is a powerful feature of Alexa that could be used beyond flashcard-based learning. In the case of Japanese Flashcards, it allows users to respond to the skill in a natural way (e.g. including words like ‘erm’, and other filler words), both enhancing the user experience and mitigating user frustration. This could be extrapolated to flashcards that require longer answers, for example words and their definitions.

5.2. Research question two

Implementing the adapted Leitner System that facilitates short-term experience and long-term learning outlined in Section 3.2 answers this investigation’s second research question: What adaptations to traditional flashcard-based models are required for VAs?

This heuristic approach to the Leitner System provides a starting point for research in the area of using flashcard-based, spaced repetition language learning with VAs. To further improve and validate this approach, it would be beneficial to carry out a longitudinal study following learners using Japanese Flashcards, including linguistic testing to quantitatively assess learners’ language improvement after using the skill for a period of time. Various pre-set spaced-repetition configurations could be tested, as well as configurations explicitly set by learners.

5.3. Research question three

Findings from this investigation also illuminated areas of Alexa that either currently do not exist or could be improved for a better learning experience, offering an answer to research question three: What additional features could be introduced to Alexa to better facilitate flashcard-based language learning?

As it stands, there is currently no built-in functionality with Alexa for multilingual speech recognition. The implication for Japanese Flashcards is that learners are only able to listen to Japanese, with flashcards presented in L2-L1 format. This allows no opportunity for Japanese production, which is an essential part of language learning [19]. This issue could be solved in two ways: either making raw speech data available for developers to use external voice recognition tools such as Google’s Cloud Speech-to-Text (SST) API8 (which would also enable additional features such as using confidence scores for pronunciation training), or by integrating multilingual ASR within the Alexa development environment. Including multilingual functionality in this way would also allow users to create their own flashcards to learn and practice, which has been shown to be a positive feature of flashcard software that increases student performance [6, 20].

6. Future work

This investigation is limited to evaluating the development process of a flashcard-based language learning skills, and further empirical testing is necessary to establish its validity as a successful tool for language learners. One example of a validity test could be to compare the efficacy of voice-based flashcard learning with that of visual only or audio-visual flashcard learning. Another evaluation method could be to gather data on learners’ attitudes towards voice-based systems. In addition, a comparative investigation of other voice assistants such as Google Assistant and Siri would be valuable. This study also gives way to broader interesting research questions, including investigating how learners interact with and adapt to systems that use ASR as well as testing the impact of using TTS voices in language learning applications.

7. Conclusion

This investigation sought to understand how to develop a non-trivial flashcard-based Alexa skill for language learning and answered three research questions. Firstly, existing Alexa development features that facilitate flashcard-based language learning were established: skill persistence for logging users’ learning data, TTS with Amazon Polly for generating L2 words and a flexible interaction model to account for variation in users’ answers. Secondly, a heuristic adaptation to the traditional Leitner System used in flashcard software was introduced in order to create opportunities for ‘microlearning’, accounting for the way that VAs are commonly used. Finally, limitations of Alexa were identified, namely the lack of multilingual speech recognition which remains a barrier for effective L2 speaking practice with Alexa.

With better integration of multilingual functionality as well as other features highlighted in this paper, Alexa could go far beyond facilitating simple exercises such as flashcard-based learning, and move towards other valuable learning paradigms such as conversational role play and pronunciation training, providing an invaluable resource to language learners in the future.

In summary, this paper acts as a starting point for investigations into developing Alexa skills for educational purposes and contributes to the emerging field of ‘voice-assisted language learning’ [21, 22].

8https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/
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